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Return to SI
With the borders between Australia

and all other countries currently

closed for visitor travel, my only

option at present is to catch one of

the occasional repatriation flights

between Brisbane and the Solomons,

open only to citizens and those with

residency visas like myself, who have

been approved to fly.

Permission from the Solomon Island

Government has been requested, this

however, is just the start.  I should

easily get consent from the

Australian Government to leave, as

soon as I have authorisation to enter

the Solomons.  A COVID-19 test is

needed before departing and on

arrival a selfunded two weeks

quarantine in a 5 Star Hotel in the

capital, before being allowed to

board a domestic flight to Noro,

where I live.

I would appreciate your prayers as I

negotiate a path for return to the

field, as soon as I can after 

 Christmas.  Many have already done

this, but I have a number of hurdles

ahead of me!

CHRISTMAS IS A TIME FOR GIVING
“Christmas is a time for celebration, so I’m not against decorating, putting on lights,

buying gifts. In fact, the whole reason we give gifts is the wise men gave gifts to

Jesus at the first Christmas, and that started the gift-giving process.” (Rick Warren)

One of my supporter churches (Axis) has run a Christmas Message Series this year

titled “Christmas is a Time”.  This has prompted me to consider the time I give to

Christmas and what it should mean for all of us. Of course, Christmas brings with it

a tradition of giving and generosity.

In the Solomons, the tinsel and decorated trees are hard to find.  But parents try

hard to give their children a small gift, normally hanging from a piece of string,

attached to the branch of a living tree, growing in the soil near the church building. 

 So, on the day, everyone gathers for a very public event in true Solomon communal

style and the emcee detaches each present and announces who is doing the giving

(normally a parent) and who is doing the receiving (normally a child).  But no one

misses out as every child is considered for this special occasion.

 It makes me wonder what passion and imagination we can bring to this privilege of

giving to others.  Because of Jesus, none of us misses out on receiving from God all

we need, both forgiveness of sin and eternal life.  But we can express our joy with

what we already have, as we make others happy in the thought behind our tangible

expression of love to them.

 Eugene Petersen once said in his book “Run with the Horses” that as birds were

made for flying, humans were made for giving.  He writes, “Giving is what we do best.  

It is the air into which we were born.  It is the action that was designed into us

before our birth.  ...Some of us try desperately to hold onto ourselves, to live for

ourselves.  …We don’t think we can live generously because we have never tried.  But

the sooner we start, the better, for we are going to have to give up our lives finally,

and the longer we wait, the less time we have for the soaring and swooping life of

grace.”                                        

Merry Christmas- David
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The ongoing commitment of my financial supporters in Australia, both

local churches and individuals, has allowed me to continue in the

Solomon Islands Ministry despite the pandemic.  For that I’m truly

grateful, despite the financial pressures and uncertainties many keenly

feel. 

As I write this, the Americans are celebrating Thanksgiving Day, only a

month out from Christmas. But this is an event, I’ve come to value

more as I’ve shared life in the Solomons with a number of Americans

and fellow ex-pats.

Sending one of them a message earlier today, I wrote these words: 

“Happy Thanksgiving, … and pass on my greetings to any gathered with

you for this celebration!  I’m thankful that so many of us are still here,

though we’ve recently lost loved ones scattered across the planet.

This coming year, may we heal from the hardships presented by the

pandemic and remain kind in the chaos, as we show our love for one

another.  God bless!  Hope to see you again soon.  David Collins”

David Collins - email: david@wwm.org.au

Ph: AU 0449 505 813  SI +677 735 1953

C/- WWM 519 Mt. Petrie Rd Mackenzie 4156

To support David Collins please go to www.wwm.org.au to pay

securely online or forward cheques to the above address

To the 24
Churches

By the time Christmas rolls around

this year, I will have met with twenty-

four different churches in Australia,

since the beginning of August.  

This has taken me from Lismore

in New South Wales, all the way up the

east coast to Cairns in North

Queensland.  In that time, I’ve

preached and reported on the

Solomon Islands Ministry at practically

all these churches. Though I’ve also

met one on one with many pastors,

other individuals and small groups in

different places.

Certainly, my travels have given me

the chance to touch base with many

people and this wouldn’t have

happened like it has if I hadn’t been in

“exile” in Australia.  We never know all

God’s reasons for what he’s doing, but

it’s good to take the opportunity to

serve where we are situated,

wherever that might be.

TANGIO TUMAS OLKETA 
(THANK YOU SO MUCH EVERYONE)!
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Youth Pastor Adam & Megan Cousins, Hills Church
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